PRINCIPAL’S REPORT

Mini Exam Period
All students (year10, 11 and 12) should have an end of exam in each of their subjects next week (last week of term). These take place in your normal classroom with your class teacher. The six exams are spread over Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday so that there are two exams each day.
Exams are on:

Monday Period 1   Tuesday Period 1   Wednesday Period 1
Monday Period 4   Tuesday Period 3   Wednesday Period 3

Whatever subject you have in that time is the exam you have. Trade training block subjects will have their exams on Friday, unless they have made special arrangements with their teacher to do otherwise.

Athletics Carnival
Congratulations to Indigo for winning the 2015 Wodonga Senior Secondary College Athletics carnival. Well done to all that participated in the carnival it was a fantastic day, enjoyed by all.
Student Emily Woolford broke a school record in the 800m, beating the previous record by 1 second, Congratulations Emily.

Vern Hilditch
Principal

TENNIS REPORT

On a beautiful autumn morning we all gathered in Woodland Street to take a leisurely drive down to Wangaratta to compete in the Upper Hume Tennis at the HP Barr Reserve hard courts.
The Senior boys were very keen to do well with Chris Anderson + Lachie Lewin pushing their highly credentialed team mates Brock Dixon and Graham Hawkins to perform at their highest level. The boys performances were very convincing by not dropping a set in their four matches they played. Their opposition included Marian College Myrtleford, Catholic College, Wangaratta High School and Galen College. The boys will play again in Wangaratta against the Hume Region on the 23rd of April.
The Senior girls were against some strong opposition from Galen College, Catholic College, Marian College. Unfortunately they did not win a match but played in the true sport of the game. Grace Morris, Nikolina Bukvic, Maddie Wheeler, Melanie Scatchard should be pleased with their efforts and the way they represented the school.

John McVean
Coach/Team Manager
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The 2015 WSSC Athletics carnival was held on the 18th of March. The first events started at 9:15 and within 20 minutes our first WSSC record had been broken with Patterson captain Emily Woolford beating the under 20 Female 800m record by 0.90 of a second. The first score update was up at 10:00 with Indigo in the lead on 336, Patterson trailing 299, Bogong 267 and Fraser 211. With the clouds gone the sun came out beaming and colours of red, blue, green and yellow ran, jumped or threw their way to being crowned at the WSSC Athletics champions throughout the day. We saw Fraser being crowned overall winners of the Tyre tube relay, Tug of war winners were Indigo, Patterson winning the Fashions of the fields with Molly Hodgson’s chicken creation and Fraser winning the Staff and Student relay. But there was one house leading all day and that was Indigo getting the three-peat. We congratulate the house captains for their outstanding leadership throughout the Carnivals, We thank Indigo-Jane Cook and Tim Smith, Patterson-Emily Woolford and Toby Marx

Fraser-Karina Kovacs and Hayden Wilson, Bogong-Molly Bellairs and Daniel Lumby

The students overall participation was incredible with high numbers in all events, especially in the under 20’s female who had to many participants in may events. Thank you to the staff and students for helping the day run and we thank Derek Bowey the Sports co-coordinator for making this day happen.

Age champions of 2015 were
Under 16- Molly-May Ramsay and Joshua Jordan
Under 17-Teagan Leslie and Josh Ryan
Under 20- Aly Greer and Daniel Lumby

Nominations for the Olympic Spirit award were Timothy Whitehead, Zac French, Molly Bellairs, Jayden Simmons, Maddi Murdoch, Karina Kovacs, Bailey Gardiner, Harley Carpenter and Josh Ryan and the winner was Colletta Mutuzaa.